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Abstract
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) simulation is a particle-based, mesh-free computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) technique that tracks the locations and physical properties of computational
“particles” in order to generate a solution to complex fluid or plasma simulations. A legacy SPH
routine available to the project advisor has been converted from FORTRAN to MATLAB, but shorter
execution times are desired to allow for faster, more accurate computational solutions, which may be
able to be achieved through the use of Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) hardware execution. GPU
architecture is similar to that of massively-parallel CPU clusters and, as such, can greatly accelerate
the execution of parallelizable computational processes; GPU hardware is also readily available and
relatively inexpensive. This project will focus on optimizing the execution time of the available SPH
routine by parallelizing the neighboring particle look up portion of the code, which is currently the
most computationally expensive portion of the software. After parallelizing this portion of the code
by replacing the existing search routines with a parallel search algorithm, the remainder of the
project will focus on the validation and testing of the new GPU particle search routine.
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Introduction and Background Information
Smooth or Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (also known as SPH) is a
computational method for finding the solution to a number of physical simulations
including those involving fluid, solid, and plasma mechanics. SPH offers a number of
distinct advantages over traditional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques
in that it is a mesh-free, Lagrangian (moving element) method in which the
computational domain is discretized as a number of “particles” which are advected
according to the solved velocity field at each simulation time step and track the
necessary field variables for the simulation. Using this method allows SPH to avoid
the problems presented by traditional Eulerian CFD schemes, which require a fixed
computational grid and have greater difficulty resolving simulations in which large
deformations of the computational domain are present; Eulerian schemes also
require fixed connectivity between computational cells and the re-meshing of the
computational domain if the domain experiences any deformation. SPH, however,
does not require any connectivity between particles, and only requires
discretization of the computational domain for the initial particle distribution [1].
These characteristics make SPH ideal for simulations involving extremely large
deformations, moving interfaces, and free surfaces (interfaces between fluids).
In order to implement a particle-based model, SPH uses two fundamental
approximations known as the kernel approximation and the particle approximation
[1]. The kernel approximation allows the use of the integral representation of a field
variable to find the variable’s value at a given location based on the integral over the
(finite) surrounding support domain (the support domain is, in essence, the sphere
of influence within which other particles may interact with a test particle) as
follows:

Where is the support domain, W is the “smoothing function” (which gives the
weighting factor for the contribution of a given point within based on its distance
from the particle of interest,
, and the “smoothing length” of the given particle,
h, which may be determined by the particle field variables or remain constant), is
the particle coordinate, is the coordinate within , and
represents the
kernel approximation of the desired field variable. A visualization (taken from [1])
of the kernel approximation is given below in Figure 1 (note that an additional
scaling factor, , is also applied to the smoothing length to obtain the support
domain in Figure 1).
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Figure 1. SPH Kernel Approximation [1]
Using the particle approximation, the integral part of the kernel approximation can
be converted to a summation over the particles residing within the support domain
of the desired particle (with the caveat that the smoothing length for each particle
must now be averaged before determining whether a neighbor particle truly resides
within the support domain of the current particle, as to do otherwise would neglect
Newton’s Third Law [1], because a particle that influences a force upon another
particle could, potentially, violate this principle if the smoothing length for the pair
were not averaged), as shown in Figure 2 below (shown with only the current
particle’s support domain).

Figure 2. SPH Particle Approximation [1]
Another convenient property of the SPH algorithm emerges due to the combined
approximations given above; the derivative of a field variable can be found using a
similar summation of particle field variables within the support domain, requiring only
the derivative of the smoothing function rather than the derivative of the field variable
itself. This property allows summations of field variables and their products with their
respective smoothing function and its derivatives to replace any gradient calculations that
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might normally be necessary when determining field forces or variables, including
second derivatives, etc [1].
The fundamental approximations inherent to the SPH formulation greatly simplify certain
parts of the simulation process, but present an added difficulty when it comes to
determining the particle neighbors; the SPH particles have no fixed connectivity or
position, and require the determination of the smoothing length (if it is not constant) and
the neighboring particles for each particle in the entire simulation domain for each time
step. The neighboring particle search, known as the Nearest Neighbor Particle Search
(NNPS) routine, used in the SPH code obtained prior to this project presented the longest
execution time of any portion of the current algorithm and, as such, was chosen as the
focus of this project. The current work seeks to accelerate the NNPS routine using
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) hardware execution, as certain NNPS algorithms
(including the “naïve” all-pairs-test algorithm used) can be easily parallelized because the
neighbor determination process for each particle pair does not depend on any other pair
determination in the algorithm. Due to the parallel nature of graphics calculations, GPUs
have similar architectures to massively-parallel CPU clusters [2] and are therefore ideal
for parallel process execution. The accelerated algorithm produced is outlined in the
section below, and the results of the algorithm testing are shown in the following section.
Overall, the GPU-accelerated algorithm performed faster than the similar CPU algorithm
for large numbers of particles or large smoothing domains, while the CPU algorithm
remained more computationally efficient for small particle numbers and smoothing
lengths, most likely due to the overhead introduced by calling a DLL (Dynamically
Linked Library) function through a MATLAB MEX gateway function and the copying of
data to and from GPU memory.

Implementation
In order to implement the desired GPU acceleration using MATLAB, the structure of the
chosen algorithm was required to take the form of a MEX “gateway” (calling) function
which, in turn, calls a Compute Unified Device Architecture (or CUDA, the language
used to program NVidia GPU functionality)/C++ DLL (or shared object in Linux)
function, which then passes its output back to the MEX gateway routine. The complexity
added by the requirement that the NNPS routine be able to run from, and return output to,
MATLAB is further compounded by the requirement that the MATLAB input to the
CUDA DLL function must first be converted from double- to single-precision, as the
GPU used for testing does not support double-precision arithmetic (though the eventual
target platform for the algorithm may not require this conversion), and the added
overhead involved in the copying of particle coordinate data from host (system) memory
to device (GPU-accessible) memory. Having established these limitations on the GPUaccelerated routine, the remainder of this section shall focus on the description of the
NNPS routine itself rather than the overall program structure (a complete copy of the
source code is included in Appendix A).
The algorithm used for the GPU-accelerated routine and the baseline CPU routine
(created for testing purposes) is the same, and is known as the all-pairs test, meaning that
all possible particle pair interactions are tested. Given that each particle must find
whether or not it interacts with every other particle, the execution time for this algorithm
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scales with the number of particles squared, or if the number of simulation particles is
designated as , the algorithm is of order
. It should be noted, however, that this
time scaling is only valid if each calculation is carried out in a sequential fashion by a
single processor (or processor core), as execution time can be drastically reduced by
executing more than one computational process at once. Because each particle pair
interaction test is, as previously mentioned, independent of all other particle interaction
tests, the all-pairs test routine is very readily parallelized. The structure used for each of
the two routines (CPU and GPU) is given below in Figure 3.
GPU-Accelerated Routine

Baseline CPU Routine

Pass Particle Data from
MATLAB to DLL Function

Start MATLAB routine

Begin Loop over all
particles i = 1 to N

Copy all particle coordinates to
device “global” memory

Begin Loop over all
particles j = 1 to N

Begin Loop over all
particles i = 1 to N

Load current particle (i)
coordinates to device “constant”
memory

Calculate distance
between i and j

Calculate average smoothing
length of i and j

Spawn GPU thread for each particle in global memory
(j)





Calculate distance between particles i and j
Calculate average smoothing length of i and j
Check particle interaction
Add to list if interacting

Increment i

Check particle
interaction, add to list if
interacting
Increment j

j>N

Increment i

i>N

Output Interaction Data

i>N

Output Interaction Data

Figure 3. Algorithm Structures
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Results
In order to determine the performance of the GPU-accelerated NNPS routine relative to
that of the CPU routine, several test particle distributions were used. Two basic
geometries were tested using the routines: a sphere with 988 particles and varying
smoothing length (assumed constant for all particles for each individual test because no
velocity data was assigned) and a cube with a varying number of particles and varying
smoothing length (again, assumed constant for each individual case). The results of the
sphere test cases are given below in Figures 4 and 5. To generate the performance data
shown in Figure 4, a baseline smoothing length was chosen based on the number density
of the particles in the sphere and scaled by the factor shown on the horizontal axis.

NNPS Routine Computation Times
(Sphere - 988 elements)
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Figure 4. Sphere Test Cases – Varying Smoothing Length Scale

As can be seen from the above figure, the increase in the computation time with the scaling
of the smoothing length is much more rapid for the CPU routine than for the GPUaccelerated routine, with the CPU routine quickly approaching impractical execution times
(>50 minutes) at higher scaling factors and the GPU-accelerated execution time remaining
relatively constant for all scaling factors (<1 second). The computation time as a function of
scaling factor for the GPU-accelerated routine is shown more clearly in Figure 5. As shown,
the trend in the GPU-accelerated execution time is much less apparent than that present in the
CPU execution time, and was found to vary considerably when tested multiple times for the
same conditions, so care should be taken when attempting to find a distinct trend in the GPU
data. This anomaly could be due to background GPU load during testing (any rendering
required by the MATLAB interface during testing could affect execution times by a
significant fraction given the short execution time for the GPU routine) which may vary
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between test case runs, but this was not conclusively determined. It should also be noted that
for the smallest scaling factor, the CPU execution time was shorter than that of the GPUaccelerated routine, but for all other scaling factors the CPU execution times were longer.
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Figure 5. Sphere Test Cases – Varying Smoothing Length Scale (GPU only)
In order to generate the test cases for the cube (of varying particle density and smoothing
length), particles were evenly spaced using the MATLAB meshgrid command and a baseline
smoothing length was chosen based on the particle number density as with the spherical test
cases. Figures 6 through 11 on the following pages show the execution times for the cube
test cases versus the smoothing length scaling factor for each routine and particle count tested.
As can be seen from the figures, the GPU-accelerated routine’s execution time grows at a
much slower rate with increasing smoothing length scale than that of the CPU routine. It
should be noted, however, that the CPU routine executed in less time than the GPUaccelerated routine for low particle count and small smoothing length cases (as can be very
plainly seen in Figures 6 and 7). The advantage of the GPU routine becomes apparent when
the particle count or smoothing length becomes sufficiently large, as in Figures 8 and 10,
where the CPU routine execution time for the same test cases increases drastically as the
smoothing length increases. The rapidly increasing execution time demonstrated for the
CPU-based routine is sharply contrasted by the gradual, approximately linearly increasing
execution time shown for the GPU-accelerated routine in Figures 9 and 11. Overall, the
GPU-accelerated routine developed, while not as efficient as the CPU routine for very small
particle numbers and small smoothing length scales, greatly outpaced the CPU routine for
larger smoothing lengths or particle counts (the CPU routine took up to 805 times longer for
512 particles and up to 1994 times longer for 4096 particles, taking a maximum of over 5000
seconds versus approximately 2.5 seconds for the GPU routine executing the same test case).
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Figure 6. Cube Test Cases – Varying Smoothing Length Scale (8 Elements)
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Figure 7. Cube Test Cases – Varying Smoothing Length Scale (64 Elements)
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Figure 8. Cube Test Cases – Varying Smoothing Length Scale (512 Elements)
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Figure 9. Cube Test Cases – Varying Smoothing Length Scale (512 Elements)
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Figure 10. Cube Test Cases – Varying Smoothing Length Scale (4096 Elements)
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Figure 11. Cube Test Cases – Varying Smoothing Length Scale (4096 Elements)
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The remaining figures given below (Figures 12 through 19) show the execution times of the
NNPS routines as a function of particle count for the cube geometry while holding the
smoothing length scale constant. From the figures below, a linear trend can be seen in the
execution time of the GPU-accelerated routine versus the number of elements, while the
trend in the CPU routine’s execution time can be seen to be quadratic in nature; this result
was predicted earlier for the CPU routine, given the
scaling of the all-pairs-test
algorithm (it should be noted that the figures for scaling length factor, k, of five or greater
have only three data points each, making the quadratic curve fit trivial if not for the prior
prediction, and the fit is therefore shown only for consistency).
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Figure 12. Cube Test Cases – Varying Particle Count (k=1)
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Figure 13. Cube Test Cases – Varying Particle Count (k=2)
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Figure 14. Cube Test Cases – Varying Particle Count (k=3)
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Figure 15. Cube Test Cases – Varying Particle Count (k=4)
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Figure 16. Cube Test Cases – Varying Particle Count (k=5)
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Figure 17. Cube Test Cases – Varying Particle Count (k=6)
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Figure 18. Cube Test Cases – Varying Particle Count (k=7)
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Figure 19. Cube Test Cases – Varying Particle Count (k=8)

Conclusions and Future Directions
From the performance data given in the Results section, it appears that the developed GPUaccelerated routine can provide significantly faster execution than a similar CPU routine,
even with the added overhead of calling CUDA and DLL functions from within a MATLAB
MEX gateway function. While the current GPU routine implements a “naïve” algorithm,
making it less efficient than possible, it is very simple and easy to conceptualize and
parallelize, making it ideal for the project duration and for a developing SPH code. Possible
directions for further development of the algorithm might include switching to a radix-sortbased method that uses addressing of the computational domain based on position (which can
be made very efficient, but can be quite complicated to implement), or simply a faster or
more optimized version of the existing code (if such a development could achieve significant
performance improvement). Alternatives to original code development also exist, as preexisting, open-source routines may also be able to replace the developed routine if they can
be effectively integrated into the MATLAB environment using a MEX gateway or an
alternative structure.
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Appendix A: Source Code
MATLAB CPU NNPS Routine For Testing (CPUNNPS.m):
%Simple routine written in MATLAB for speed comparison with CUDASortCaller
function [i n j] = CPUNNPS(X,Y,Z,H,num,scale)
position = 1;
i = zeros(num,1);
n = zeros(num,1);
for ii = 1:num
i(ii)=ii-1;
for jj = 1:num
dist = sqrt((X(ii)-X(jj))^2 + (Y(ii)-Y(jj))^2 + (Z(ii)-Z(jj))^2);
if(dist <= (((H(ii)+H(jj))/2)*scale))
n(ii)=n(ii)+1;
j(position)=jj-1;
position = position + 1;
end
end
end
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MEX Gateway Routine (CUDASortCaller.cpp):
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"mex.h" //include matlab mex library
"NeighborMap.h" //include header for DLL function output struct
"kernel_header_windows.h" //external DLL for the GPU NNPS routine
<cmath> // standard math library
<vector> // include vector library

using namespace std;
//%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
//
MEX Calling Function for the GPU NNPS Routine
//%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
//syntax [i,N,j]=CUDASortCaller(x,y,z,numElements,scaling factor)
//where N is the number of interacting particles for particle i (in order)
//and j is a column vector with all particle indices
void mexFunction(int nlhs, mxArray *plhs[], int nrhs, const mxArray *prhs[])
{
//-------------declarations-----------------------float scale_k;
// value of scaling factor
unsigned numElements; // number of elements
//Assign pointers for each
double* xptr = mxGetPr(prhs[0]);
double* yptr = mxGetPr(prhs[1]);
double* zptr = mxGetPr(prhs[2]);
double* hptr = mxGetPr(prhs[3]);
//dereference and cast pointers from function input
numElements = unsigned(*(mxGetPr(prhs[4]))); //casting to appropriate type
scale_k = float(*(mxGetPr(prhs[5]))); //casting to appropriate type
float*
float*
float*
float*

X
Y
Z
h

=
=
=
=

new
new
new
new

for (unsigned
{
X[ii]
Y[ii]
Z[ii]
h[ii]
}

float[numElements];
float[numElements];
float[numElements];
float[numElements];

//
//
//
//

array
array
array
array

for
for
for
for

X particle coordinate
Y particle coordinate
Z particle coordinate
smoothing lengths

ii = 0; ii < numElements; ii++)
=
=
=
=

float(xptr[ii]); // assign value from matlab to c++
float(yptr[ii]);
float(zptr[ii]);
float(hptr[ii]);

//%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
//
Call CUDA/GPU NNPS Routine
//%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
neighborMap** result = GPUNNPS(X,Y,Z,h,numElements,scale_k);
//%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
//
Output Portion
//%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
double* iPtr;
double* NPtr;
double* jPtr;
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mwSize dim[2] = {numElements,1};
plhs[0] = mxCreateDoubleMatrix(dim[0],dim[1],mxREAL); //column (double) vector
plhs[1] = mxCreateDoubleMatrix(dim[0],dim[1],mxREAL); //column (double) vector
iPtr = (mxGetPr(plhs[0]));
NPtr = (mxGetPr(plhs[1]));
vector<unsigned> jtemp;
for (unsigned ii = 0; ii < numElements; ii++)
{
//retrieve current particle key
iPtr[ii] = double(result[ii]->key);
//retrieve number of particles interacting with current particle
NPtr[ii] = double(result[ii]->N);
//add current interacting particles to temporary vector
for(unsigned ll = 0; ll<result[ii]->N; ll++) jtemp.push_back(result[ii]>neighbor_particles[ll]);
}
//transfer temporary j particle vector to output mxArray
mwSize dims[2] = {jtemp.size(),1};
//plhs[2] = mxCreateNumericArray(2,dims,mxUINT8_CLASS,mxREAL);
plhs[2] = mxCreateDoubleMatrix(dims[0],dims[1],mxREAL);
jPtr = mxGetPr(plhs[2]);
for (unsigned jj = 0; jj<jtemp.size(); jj++)
{
jPtr[jj] = double(jtemp[jj]);
}
delete[]
delete[]
delete[]
delete[]
return;
}

X;
Y;
Z;
h;
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Output Struct Header File (NeighborMap.h):
//%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
// Header file defining the output structure for the NNPS routine
//%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
#ifndef NEIGHBORMAP_H
#define NEIGHBORMAP_H
#ifndef _VECTOR_
#include <vector>
#endif
struct neighborMap
{
unsigned key; //current particle
unsigned N; //number of neighbor particles
unsigned* neighbor_particles; //list of interacting particle indices
};
#endif

GPU DLL Kernel Header File (kernel_header_windows.cuh):
//%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
// Header File for Externally Defined GPU NNPS Routine (Handwritten Kernel Method)
//%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
#ifndef GPU_NNPS_KERNEL_WINDOWS_H
#ifndef NEIGHBORMAP_H
#include "NeighborMap.h"
#endif
#define GPU_NNPS_KERNEL_WINDOWS_H
//dll export declaration of externally defined GPU NNPS function
__declspec(dllexport) neighborMap** GPUNNPS(float* x, float* y, float* z, float* h, unsigned
numElements, float scale_k);
#endif
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CUDA DLL Functions (kernel_windows.cu):
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"NeighborMap.h"
<cmath>
"kernel_header_windows.h"
<cuda.h>
<cuda_runtime.h>
<cuda_runtime_api.h>
<iostream>
<vector>

//Debug messages turned off unless this is 1
#define DEBUG_Messages 0
//particle
__device__
__device__
__device__
__device__

of interest stored
__constant__ float
__constant__ float
__constant__ float
__constant__ float

in "constant" memory
x_0;
y_0;
z_0;
h_0;

__global__ void NNPS_kernel(float* xd, float* yd, float* zd, float* hd, float scale_k, unsigned numElements, bool*
interacting_dev)
{
//find test particle index based on thread/block ID
unsigned test_particle_index = unsigned(threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x);
//check to make sure the kernel is in bounds of the number of elements
if(test_particle_index<numElements)
{
//store test particle data in registers
float x1 = xd[test_particle_index];
float y1 = yd[test_particle_index];
float z1 = zd[test_particle_index];
float h1 = hd[test_particle_index];
float dist = sqrt((x1-x_0)*(x1-x_0)+(y1-y_0)*(y1-y_0)+(z1-z_0)*(z1-z_0));
float support = ((h1+h_0)/2.0f)*scale_k; //calculate support distance

//calculate distance

//calculate distance and compare to average smoothing length times the scaling factor (based on the dimension
of the simulation)
interacting_dev[test_particle_index] = (dist <= support)?true:false;
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//NOTE: 5 global memory accesses, 16 floating point operations => CGMA ratio of ~3:1
}
return;
}
__global__ void getCurrentConstants(float* dev_consts)
{
//return the current device constants
dev_consts[0]=x_0;
dev_consts[1]=y_0;
dev_consts[2]=z_0;
dev_consts[3]=h_0;
}
//method that will be called from the dynamic library
neighborMap** GPUNNPS(float* x, float* y, float* z, float* h, unsigned numElements, float scale_k)
{
//output vector
//outMap = new neighborMap[numElements];
neighborMap** outMap = new neighborMap*[numElements];
//host output vector allocation
//note: could use integer because bool/short/char memory accesses are not coalesced on the G80 (potentially reduces
performance)
bool* interacting = new bool[numElements];
//initialize boolean array
for(unsigned kk=0; kk<numElements; kk++){interacting[kk] = false;};
//declarations for device data
float* x_d;
float* y_d;
float* z_d;
float* h_d;
bool* in_d;
#if DEBUG_Messages==1
std::cout << "allocating device memory..." << std::endl;
#endif
//device data global memory allocations
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int size = numElements*sizeof(float);
cudaMalloc((void**)&x_d,size);
cudaMalloc((void**)&y_d,size);
cudaMalloc((void**)&z_d,size);
cudaMalloc((void**)&h_d,size);
cudaMalloc((void**)&in_d,sizeof(bool)*numElements);
#if DEBUG_Messages==1
std::cout << "copying input data to device memory..." << std::endl;
#endif
//copy input data to device
cudaMemcpy(x_d, x, size, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
cudaMemcpy(y_d, y, size, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
cudaMemcpy(z_d, z, size, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
cudaMemcpy(h_d, h, size, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
//initialize on the device
cudaMemcpy(in_d, interacting, sizeof(bool)*numElements, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
#if DEBUG_Messages==1
std::cout << "beginning loop for kernel execution..." << std::endl;
#endif
//setup kernel configuration for later CUDA kernel call
dim3 dimBlock(256); //assuming 256 threads per block, since this allows full use of hardware on the G80
dim3 dimGrid(numElements/256 + 1); //number of blocks determined by total input vector size
for(unsigned i=0; i<numElements; i++)
{
#if DEBUG_Messages==1
std::cout << "copying current particle data to device constant memory..." << i << std::endl;
std::cout << x[i] << "
" << y[i] << "
" << z[i] << std::endl;
#endif
//copy current particle data to "constant" memory to avoid delay due to global memory accesses
cudaMemcpyToSymbol("x_0", &x[i], sizeof(float));
cudaMemcpyToSymbol("y_0", &y[i], sizeof(float));
cudaMemcpyToSymbol("z_0", &z[i], sizeof(float));
cudaMemcpyToSymbol("h_0", &h[i], sizeof(float));
#if DEBUG_Messages==1
//check the current values of the device constants
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"

float* dev_const;
cudaMalloc((void**)&dev_const,sizeof(float)*4);
//call the "kernel" to return the current constants
getCurrentConstants<<<1,1>>>(dev_const);
float consts[4];
cudaMemcpy(consts,dev_const,sizeof(float)*4,cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
std::cout << "x0=" << consts[0] << "
" << "y0=" << consts[1] << "
" << "h0=" << consts[3] << std::endl;
#endif

" << "z0=" << consts[2] <<

std::vector<unsigned> tempVec;
#if DEBUG_Messages==1
std::cout << "LAUNCHING KERNEL!!" << std::endl;
#endif
//call CUDA kernel:
NNPS_kernel<<< dimGrid , dimBlock >>>(x_d,y_d,z_d,h_d,scale_k,numElements,in_d);
#if DEBUG_Messages==1
std::cout << "copying kernel output back to host..." << std::endl;
#endif
//copy output of kernel to host
cudaMemcpy(interacting, in_d, sizeof(bool)*numElements, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
#if DEBUG_Messages==1
std::cout << "adding interacting elements to output struct..." << std::endl;
#endif
////vector to copy to output struct
//std::vector<unsigned> outVec;
for(unsigned j=0; j<numElements; j++)
{
//for each test particle, if it is interacting, add it to the list
if(interacting[j])
{
#if DEBUG_Messages==1
std::cout << "element " << j << " interacts with element " << i << std::endl;
#endif
tempVec.push_back(j);
};
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};
outMap[i] = new neighborMap;
//set current particle key
outMap[i]->key = i;
//set number of interacting particles
outMap[i]->N = tempVec.size();
//set particle indices from vector
outMap[i]->neighbor_particles = new unsigned[tempVec.size()];
for(unsigned mm = 0; mm<tempVec.size(); mm++) outMap[i]->neighbor_particles[mm] = tempVec[mm];
////copy outVec to neighbor_particles in struct
//outMap[i]->neighbor_particles.resize(outVec.size());
//outMap[i]->neighbor_particles = outVec;
#if DEBUG_Messages==1
std::cout << "Elements interacting with " << i << ": " << "(" << outMap[i]->N << ")" << std::endl;
for(int ll = 0; ll<outMap[i]->N; ll++) std::cout << outMap[i]->neighbor_particles[ll] << " , ";
std::cout << std::endl;
#endif
};
#if DEBUG_Messages==1
std::cout << "deallocating arrays..." << std::endl;
#endif
//free device arrays
cudaFree(x_d);
cudaFree(y_d);
cudaFree(z_d);
cudaFree(h_d);
cudaFree(in_d);
//free host array that isn't being returned
delete[] interacting;
//return output neighborMap
return outMap;
}

